Abstract This paper presents the splitting cubes, a fast and robust technique for performing interactive virtual cutting on deformable objects. The technique relies on two ideas.
Introduction
Interactive virtual cutting and tearing of deformable objects are mandatory for surgery simulation.
In the last decade, several solutions have been proposed. Most of these methods adopt a mesh-based representation (either of the volume or of the surface) that can be dynamically adapted to animate topological changes. The main problems of these mesh-based approaches concern the fragmentation of the representation in proximity of the regions being cut and/or the accuracy of the representation of the cut. If the mesh describing the geometry is also used as a partition of the object in finite elements for numerical simulation, then the quality of re-meshing affects the stability of the simulation.
More recently, the so-called mesh-free methods (MMs), traditionally used in fluids simulation, have been introduced in the computer graphics community to model solids [16] . MMs approximates the physical quantities (strain, stress velocity etc.) from those sampled at specific locations. MMs avoid the problems related to re-meshing after a cut and naturally provide the continuity of the physical quantities involved in the simulation (such as strain). On the other hand, MMs also pose problems such as implementing the essential boundary conditions, representing the surface and modifying the model to represent discontinuities [12] .
The problem of modeling cut and fractures in offline simulations has been extensively investigated in the field of applied mechanics. On the other hand, for the interactive setting there is still research to do towards a stable and efficient solution, although some pioneering work exists.
There are two main problems to solve in order to model cuts in MMs: how to provide a representation of the object's surface that can be updated on-the-fly and how to update the physical simulation to reflect the discontinuities introduced by the cuts. In this paper we introduce a novel solution to both these problems:
-We introduce the splitting cubes, a new algorithm which provides a dynamic tessellation of an evolving surface embedded in a deforming space. The key idea is to embed the object in a regular grid and to encode a tessellation of its surface in terms of intersection of the surface with the edges of the grid. The position of the tessellation vertices is interpolated by the grid nodes so that it is possible to implement discontinuities at a sub-cell level. -We introduce the extended visibility criterion, a new way to handle discontinuities with MMs. With respect to the existing solutions, the extended visibility criterion guarantees a smoother adaptation of the system and it can be efficiently implemented harnessing the GPU power.
It is important to note that, although these contributions can be adopted to implement cuts with MMs, they are mutually independent and could be individually be applied to other cases. The splitting cubes is essentially a tessellation algorithm for deformable surface that only relies on a generic deformation function, not necessarily obtained with MMs, and on a description of the object's surface (geometric, parametric or implicit). Similarly, the extended visibility criterion is a contribution to the field of MMs and only uses the proximity relation between samples and a tessellation of the crack surface, no matter how it has been created.
Note that we do not propose a new method for physically based modeling of deformable objects. Instead, we propose a new method to represent cuts on deformable objects which is independent of the physical model used, stable and efficient enough to be used in interactive environments (Fig. 1) .
The paper proceeds as follows: in Sect. 2 we give a general definition of the problem of cutting and briefly review the approaches proposed so far. In Sect. 3 we introduce the basic concepts of the splitting cubes technique and in Sect. 4 we describe our extended visibility criterion approach. Results are reported in Sect. 5 and conclusions and directions for future work are commented in Sect. 6.
Background
Many solutions have been proposed for the problem of virtual cutting, using different methods for physical simulation and rendering.
For the sake of generality, we introduce the problem in abstract terms. We characterize a deformable object as a time dependent function F : Ω × T ime → R 3 and a description of its surface s, as shown in Fig. 2 . The function F gives, for each point of the object domain at rest shape Ω, its position at a given time t. F is usually at least C 0 continuous except on the boundary of Ω. A cut is a function that modifies F and s on the base of a cut surface inside the volume Ω : Cut cs (F, s) = (F , s ). In this terms, the problem of virtual cutting can be expressed as the problem of defining the function Cut.
Most of the methods for real time interaction with deformable objects deal with mesh-based models. In these models, the refresh rate of the physical system is linearly related to the number of primitives of the mesh. Moreover, the stability of dynamic solvers is strongly influenced by the quality of the elements in the mesh. Therefore meshbased methods are often focused on how to produce an accurate representation of the cuts while minimizing the number of primitives created and taking into account their quality. In the next two sections we will concisely review 
Cuts on mesh-based models
Delingette et al. [6] proposed a hybrid model where the portion of the object that is supposed to be cut is modeled with the tensor mass, a scheme similar to the mass spring system where the forces are derived per tetrahedron from the displacement of its four vertices, while the rest of the mesh is modeled with a more accurate FEM. In their approach the cut is implemented by removing the tetrahedra touched by the cutting tool. This method avoids the creation of new primitives, but introduces the serious drawbacks of poor visual feedback as well as the loss of volume (see Fig. 3b ).
In the solution proposed by Nienhuys et al. [17] the mesh vertices closer to the cut are snapped onto the cut surface and duplicated to open the cut (see Fig. 3c ). This method does not create new tetrahedra and can be coupled with a FEM simulation, since the updating of the stiffness matrix can be done on-the-fly.
Several authors used re-meshing to adapt the tessellation to represent the cut surface [5, 13, 26] by using a triangulated surface and splitting the triangles intersected by the cutting tool. In case of volume representation with tetrahedral meshes, Bielser et al. [3, 4] and Ganovelli et al. [7] used dynamic re-meshing of the intersected tetrahedra to adapt the new boundary of the model to the cut surface (see Fig. 3d ). Re-meshing provides an accurate representation of the cut surface, although it produces mesh fragmentation that can be only partially alleviated by enhancing the re-meshing strategy with on-the-fly edge collapse operations [8] or by adopting a combination of these techniques [24] .
O'Brien et al. proposed a solution for modeling brittle and ductile fractures [18, 19] in off-line simulations. They used continuum mechanics equations to derive the crack surface and mass lumping to provide an explicit integration scheme. In their method re-meshing is used to accurately represent the crack surface, since "approximating it with the existing element boundaries would create undesirable artifacts" [19] .
Recent solutions decouple the simulation from the representation. In [15] each tetrahedron of the mesh can be decomposed on the base of which of its edges are crossed by the cut surface, but such decomposition does not replace the original tetrahedron for the physical simulation. If the cutting generates disconnected components, the tetrahedron is duplicated. While in [15] the tetrahedron can be decomposed at most in four components (one for each node), in [23] this idea is extended by allowing the tetrahedra to be split any number of times, always considering the intersection of the crack surface with the current decomposition, and not only with the 6 edges of the original tetrahedron. In this manner the objects can be cut in pieces arbitrarily small, at the price of generating polyhedra with any number of faces (which all need to be tested for intersection and collision detection).
Cuts with mesh free methods
MMs are methods to solve partial differential equations numerically without the support of a partition of the do-main in finite elements. Here we give some background info necessary to follow the rest of the paper, the reader may refer to [12] for a complete monograph. In MMs the value of an unknown variable at a generic point x in the domain is approximated by the value of a number of samples x i , termed phyxels in [16] . If the unknown variable is the deformation, we can write: 1 , it is more difficult to impose the essential boundary conditions, e.g., to move a phyxel to a desired position. Similarly, special care needs to be taken to model discontinuity inside the material, which is done either by enriching the shape function or, more commonly, changing the weight function to loosen the mutual influence between phyxels on different sides with respect to the discontinuity. Finally, the mesh-free method do not naturally provide a representation of the boundary.
Adapting the surface in mesh free methods. In the solution proposed by Pauly et al. [21] the surface of the deformable object is dynamically sampled with surfels represented as oriented elliptical splats. In order to show sharp features, which are always created by cutting, the surfels overlapping a crease can be clipped against a plane lying on the other side of the crease [22] .
In their model a crack is codified by a sequence of phyxels (called crack nodes) which represents the propagation front of the crack. For cracks starting from the surface (e.g., when a cut is being made), the first and last node of the sequence lie on the surface while for cracks generating inside the volume the front is circular. Every time a new crack node is added to the sequence, i.e., every time the front propagates, new surfels are added to represent the two new pieces of surface (see Fig. 4 ). This technique avoids the classical problems of the mesh-based methods, i.e., fragmentation and degeneracies due to remeshing. On the other hand the crack fronts can split and merge, and these events need to be handled explicitly to maintain the topology of the crack front(s) consistent.
An alternative approach has been proposed by Steinemann et al. [25] , where the surface is represented by a triangle mesh. When a cutting tool penetrates the object, the cut surface is triangulated and used to update the current object's surface with the new pieces of sheets. These new sheets are created by triangulating the portion of the splitting surface inside the volume, triangle by triangle. As for the previous solution, the branching and merging of crack fronts has to be handled explicitly. Compared to the point sampled method described above, the use of a triangle mesh give advantages in terms of rendering speed, but if multiple cuts are executed in the same region triangle fragmentation and degeneracies may occur, causing degradation in performance and in the quality of the intersection tests.
Adapting the physical simulation. As previously stated, a cut introduces a discontinuity in the deformation function. In MMs this discontinuity can be computed by altering the weights of the shape functions, which can be done in various ways.
One straightforward way is the visibility criterion proposed by Belytschko et al. in [2] and consists of zeroing the value of the shape function Φ i (x) in those points from which the phyxel i is not visible, i.e., if the segment xx i crosses the newly created surface. Although very simple to implement, this method introduces also an undesired discontinuity at the horizon line (see Fig. 12a ) that affects convergence and stability.
In the diffraction method [1, 20] the distance between two points is defined as the shortest curve not intersecting the discontinuity line (see Fig. 12b ).
An approximated but interactive version of this approach is also used by Steinemann et al. in [25] . In a preprocessing phase, they build a connectivity graph on the phyxels by adding an edge for each couple of phyxels (i, j) such that w(d(i, j)) = 0. Then the distance between two phyxels i and j is always taken as the shortest path in the connectivity graph. When a cut surface is defined, the arcs intersecting the cut surface are removed and the shortest paths between the phyxels in the neighborhood are recomputed (see Fig. 5 ). The transparency method, proposed in [1] , considers the intersection between x x i and the cut surface and the distance of the intersection point to the closest border of the cut surface (see Fig. 5a ). This method is also used in [21] in a non-interactive simulation.
The splitting cubes algorithm
The splitting cubes algorithm is a technique for providing a tessellation of an evolving surface embedded in a deforming space. In the specific case treated in this paper the surface evolves when a cut exposes new parts of the object boundary, and when the space deforms.
The key idea of the splitting cubes algorithm is to embed the object in a regular 3D grid whose nodes are moved according to the deformation function F, and to interpolate F inside each cell from its 8 nodes.
This scheme allows us to implement discontinuities of the deformation inside a cell, by varying the interpolation values of the nodes, depending on which edges are cut.
We introduce the details with a practical 2D example. Figure 6a shows a tessellated surface crossing a few cells of the regular grid (in 2D). The cyan arrows leaving from a vertex of the tessellation show the dependencies of that vertex on the cell nodes, i.e., from which nodes we compute its position. The red curve shows the intersection of a cutting tool path with one edge of the embedding grid.
The tessellated surface is defined cell by cell on the base of the configuration of cut edges (position and normal of the intersections), similarly to what is done in the various extensions of the marching cubes approach [14, 28] that exploit hermitian data [10, 11] . However, the cut shown in Fig. 6b would generate an invalid configuration for the standard look up table (LUT) of the marching cubes both for cell Cell A and cell Cell B (one edge of the cell is intersected). On the contrary, the splitting cubes algorithm includes these configurations. The reason lies in the nature of the cut surface. In the literature the cut surface is regarded as the surface swept by the cutting tool, which is identified with a segment. We use a more topological definition to explain our technique: the cut surface is the boundary of a protrusion of the space surrounding the object. In other words, when a cutting tool penetrates into the object, it actually extends the empty space into the object, and the cut surface is the boundary of that portion. Although at rest shape the volume of this protrusion is zero, its boundary (the blue curve in Fig. 2 ) is topologically well defined and can be tessellated, which is exactly what the splitting cube does by sampling the cut surface on the cells edges and using these points to define a tessellation.
The tessellation is defined individually cell by cell. Figure 6b shows the tessellation for the configurations of cells Cell A and Cell B. We can see that the cut generates two vertices on the edge and one inside the cell Cell B. Furthermore, the dependencies of the vertices inside the two cells have been changed to reflect the cut.
The splitting cubes LUT contains all the 2 12 possible configurations determined by cuts on cell edges, and for each triangulation it specifies the dependencies of the vertices from the cell nodes. Figure 6d shows a dual interpretation of the splitting cubes where every node represents an amount of material and the material of two adjacent nodes is continuous if and only if the corresponding edge is not cut. We give also this interpretation to show how the splitting cubes could be seen as the version of the virtual node algorithm [15] on regular grids instead of tetrahedra. Also, we will use this interpretation for explaining the construction of the LUT (see Appendix A). Figure 7 shows the six configurations for a cell in the 2D case. For each configuration a tessellation of surface inside the cell is given. The cyan arrows leaving the vertices and pointing to the cell nodes show the dependencies.
We start considering the 2D case, where the cells are quadrilaterals (beside, these are also the configurations for the faces of a 3D cell). The first column shows the configuration in the parametric domain while the second shows The configurations B-F are tessellations of the cut surface as derived by the cut edges. Note that each cut edge will always create two vertices, called edge-vertices from now on, and that each edge-vertex always depend on only one of the two extremes of the edge. This choice reflects the discontinuity of the deformation function F along the edge and will allow the two vertices to be taken apart in the deformed space.
Similarly, the vertex in the middle of the face, called face-vertex, is replicated for each connected component and only depends on the nodes of its connected component. A connected component is defined as a portion of the cell where every pair of points can be connected by a curve without intersecting the cut surface.
Note that, except for the Case B, the face-vertex would not be necessary to build the triangulation. On the other hand, introducing face-vertices is necessary to preserve the amount of material, otherwise cuts will result in a reduces mass (see Cases E and F in the figure) .
The configuration for the 3D cell are derived by extending the 2D case. Let us consider a cell with one edge cut, resulting in two faces with a B configuration as shown in Fig. 8a . We can build a quad with the edgevertex, the two face vertices and a center vertex placed inside the cube. We build such a quad for each one of the cut edges and then find our connected components, duplicate the vertices and assign the dependencies accord- The tessellation and the dependencies are computed once for all and stored in a look up table with 2 12 entries.
Position of the vertices
While the connectivity of the vertices added by a cut is stored in the LUT, their position has to be found on-the-fly. For the edge vertex the choice is trivially the cutting point along the edge.
The position of face points is less obvious to find. Our goal is to provide a tessellation that mimics the cut surface inside the cell, so we cannot use simplistic solutions as the center of the face or the average of the edge vertices.
Instead we also take into account the normal of the cut surface at the edge-vertices, that we obtain from the movement of the tool. This normal and the relative edge-vertex define a plane that we call cut plane. In other terms, a cut plane is the approximation of the cut surface around a edge vertex.
For the Case C and D, where two edges are cut, we use the approach described in [11] : if the angle formed by the two planes passing through the edge vertices is close to π, we assume the two edges have been cut with a smooth movement and place the faced vertex in the middle of the Bezier curve defined by the edge vertices and the intersection of their associated cut planes (see Fig. 9b ). Otherwise we place the vertex exactly at such intersection point, showing a sharp feature (see Fig. 9c) .
Cases E and F would clearly require a tessellation with more degrees of freedom for representing the cut surface exactly.
We use a strategy which leads to little or no visible artifacts in the assumption that the cut is done by a single tool (which is not restrictive in most scenarios).
The idea is that in a single movement of the tool, no more than two edges will be cut, producing a configuration from A to D.
Any further cut will find the face vertex already placed, so we redefine (move) the face vertex by projecting it into the plane defined by the new cut plane, as shown in Fig. 9d and e.
Similar considerations hold for the position of the central vertex. The first time the cell is cut, if the cut does not split the cell in two parts, the central vertex is positioned in the average position among the face vertices, otherwise it is placed so that it minimizes the sum of the squared distances from all the planes by using a quadric metric as in [9] . Again, for any further cut we project the position onto the new cut plane.
Interpolation inside a cell
As previously stated the space inside the cell is deformed according to the cell nodes. Given the deformation function F, the frame f i at time t is found as
where J is the Jacobian of F. The position in the deformed space of a generic point p is found as:
where p j is the projection of p on the frame f i and a j are the scalar coefficients of the trilinear interpolation. This interpolation scheme uses all of the 8 nodes of a cell, while tessellation vertices depend only on a subset of them. In Fig. 10 . Two types of cut (Case B and Case D). The frames rendered in blue are virtual and depend on the frame pointed by the arrow the example in Fig. 10 , the position of the edge vertex v 0 is interpolated from f a and f b , since the coefficient of the trilinear interpolation are 0 for the other 6 frames. However, since we want to represent the discontinuity of F along the edge, we impose that v 0 only depends on f a while the frame f bt is replaced by the frame f b t which is computed by the function 
Extended visibility criterion for physical response to cutting in MMs
In the previous section we introduced the splitting cubes algorithm, which enables one to introduce cuts and to setup the corresponding discontinuity in the deformation function F inside each single cell, without making any assumption on the physical model. However, the deformation function must be changed to reflect the discontinuity introduced. This section shows how to modify the deformation function to show discontinuities in MMs.
Nodes ↔ phyxels bounds
The deformation function at a grid node depends on the set of phyxels closer than a given radius r and that are visible, i.e., such that a segment from the node to the phyxel does not intersect the boundary surface. This set is referred as kernel of the node.
The kernel of a node is kept up to date when new pieces of surface are added. Updating a kernel means to check Fig. 11. a, b The cut surface partially occludes the visibility disk. The percentage of weight remaining is represented with a dashed line; c hardware implementation of the extended visibility criterion; d a triangle of the cut surface as seen by phyxel i which of the phyxels in its kernel are still visible, so this operation requires few segment-triangle intersection tests only for the nodes within a radius r from the cell where the new piece of surface was created.
Phyxels ↔ phyxels bounds: the extended visibility criterion
In Sect. 2 we reviewed the methods to update interphyxels relations after a cut. Here we propose to modify the visibility criterion by extending the line of sight between two phyxels from a segment to a pair of cones as shown in Fig. 11 . Consider the common base of the two cones, that we call visibility disk. From each point on this disk, we trace two rays, directed to each phyxel and say that this single point is occluded if at least one of these two rays intersects the cut surface. Then we define the weight function as:
In this manner we replaced the binary value of the previous visibility criterion with a criterion which returns a scalar value in the range [0, 1] that we use to weight the inter phyxel bound. Figure 12 shows the value of the weight (in a color ramp from red = 1 to blue = 0) around a phyxel in the proximity of a cut surface when the visibility criterion, the diffraction method, the transparency method and the extended visibility criterion are used.
The first row shows the case were the cut surface is made of a single connected component. While the visibility criterion introduces discontinuities not only on the cut surface but also on the horizon line, the diffraction method Fig. 12 . The image shows how the weight function is modified by the introduction of a cut surface (white line) by using: the visibility criterion, the diffraction methods, the transparency method and the extended visibility criterion Fig. 13 . A sequence of steps during a cut: the kernel value smoothly decreases as the visibility disc is 'obscured' and the transparency method implement the required discontinuity and are smooth elsewhere. The extended visibility criterion produces an intermediate result: the weight function does not exhibit unwanted discontinuities as the visibility criterion does, but decays around the tip point of the cut surface faster than using diffraction and transparency methods.
The second row shows the case where the cut surface is defined by two connected components, e.g., in time immediately before two crack fronts merge.
Using either diffraction or transparency methods, we see that the weight functions change discontinuously with respect to the growth of the cut surface at the point when the two cut surface merge, because both methods depend on the tip point. On the contrary, using the extended visibility criterion the weight function smoothly decays to 0 in the region under the cut surface. Note that the merging of crack fronts is a common event if we propagate cracks or if we perform a cut with scissors.
Implementing the extended visibility criterion
The choice of using cones may seems quite arbitrary but it is dictated by the possibility of implementing the extended visibility criterion entirely on the GPU. Let p i and p j be two connected phyxels, i.e., for which w( p i , p j ) = 0, and cs a cut surface potentially occluding the disk between p i and p j . Consider the smallest square enclosing the occlusion disk. We associate a small single-channel texture to the square and, therefore, to the visibility disk, which stores which samples of the disk have been occluded. This texture is permanently associated with the couple of phyxels and updated every time a new piece of surface (e.g., produced by the splitting cubes algorithm) could potentially occlude their visibility disk. Therefore we use #phyxels · k small textures, where k is the average number of neighbors of a phyxels.
To update the visibility disk we render cs twice: once from p i towards p j and once from p j towards p i , always setting the far plane of the projection on the mid point of the segment p i and p j and setting the projection so that each sample in the disk project on the same pixel for the two renderings. Using a fragment shader, we discard those fragments projecting on a pixel already written, so that all the fragments that are written into the frame buffer correspond to newly rasterized fragments, i.e., newly occluded samples. By using the hardware occlusion query, we count these fragments and update the weight as follows:
which is the discrete version of Eq. 3 where n is the total size of the visibility disk in texels. The size of the texture used in this rendering step influences both smoothness of the weight function and performance. A large texture requires a longer rasterization time but provides a smoother change of the weight and viceversa. We found experimentally that a good tradeoff between smoothness and performance is assigning a radius of the transparency mask equal to half of the distance between the two phyxels and to use 32 buffers for rasterization (which means 16 pixel radii for the visibility disks).
Results
The approach presented in this paper was implemented on a Windows XP platform using C++ and OpenGL; the GPU code was written in GLSL. The tests shown in the accompanying video were all recorded in real time and have been run on a dual core P4 @ 3 GHz PC equipped 2 GB Ram, two HD 160 GB SATA and a NVIDIA GeForce 8800GTX with 768 MB. The initial surface is obtained by loading a watertight mesh and considering it as a big cut surface. Phyxels are regularly sampled in the volume. Once the cut is done, we obtain two surfaces: one bounding the object and one bounding the empty space around the object, that we simply throw away.
Efficiency and memory occupation
The graph in Fig. 14 shows the performance of our approach recorded during the sequence titled Liver in the accompanying video. The object was filled with 566 phyxels and the initial surface created was made of 8452 triangles in 1177 grid cells. The visibility disks were set to 16 pixel radius. Although the number of disks to update obviously depends on the speed at which the cut surface grows, the time spent in updating the visibility disks is almost constant during the cutting action. This is due to a time-critical implementation that assigns a fixed time slot per frame for disks updating, giving the possibility to distribute the load on few consecutive frames. Note that the time for updating a disk is short and predictable (two renderings); therefore the updating of all the disks is easily made interruptible by updating a few disks and then returning. It is clear that this may possibly causes a delay of the time step the cuts appears open but processing the disks in a FIFO order, and distributing the load uniformly over the frames substantially avoids noticeable discontinuities during the opening of the cuts.
The time spent to interpolate the tessellation vertices is 2 ms for 4103 vertices. If we tessellate the surface by building a triangle mesh directly on the grid nodes, such a triangulation will have average triangle size of the order of a grid cell. In this sense, the time interpolation can be considered as an overhead introduced by the splitting cubes.
The time for generating the tessellation includes, for each grid cell: computing the cell configuration, accessing the LUT, instantiating new triangles and setting the dependencies of the vertices. The generation of the initial surface of the liver requires the processing of 1177 cells at 282 ms. In general, the processing of a grid cell takes less than 5 ms.
The memory occupation is also linearly related to the area of the cut surface (please note that only the grid nodes of the cells containing the surface are actually stored in main memory).
As expected, the number of triangles grows linearly with the cut surface.
Robustness and accuracy
The splitting cubes algorithm does not pose restrictions on the tool path. Thanks to the implicit definition of the tessellation, the surface is always intrinsically consistent and the self intersection of the cut surface does not need any special treatment. To support this claim one of the demos shows two cutting tools that act as scissors for cutting a pear while it deforms. The next sequence, titled revolving blades, shows a pair of parallel blades rototranslating into a cube-like object.
The video also shows a comparison between the visibility criterion and the extended visibility criterion (few frames are shown in Fig. 13) . We rendered the link between phyxels as a segment colored from red (completely visible) to blue (completely occluded) as in Fig. 12 and the occluding surface (created during the cut). It can be seen how the cut performed using the extended visibility criterion is smoother. In the same video the weight functions are also compared in the case of merging cut surface.
Discussion
With respect to previous attempts towards this goal, the splitting cubes algorithm exhibits highly desirable properties. First of all it is robust: since every possible configuration of cut edges corresponds to a predefined tessellation, there are no wrong states of the system that can lead the algorithm to end inconsistently. Furthermore, the task of detecting intersections between the tool and the object is better conditioned than in mesh-based approaches, since we do not have to care about bad shaped triangles but only with the edges of a deformed regular grid. Another advantage is that our technique handles implicitly the changes of topology due to the cuts without having to analyze the crack front as in [21, 25] . Finally, the splitting cubes algorithm is conceptually simple, although not trivial to implement and, also thanks to the use of a LUT, efficient. However, the major benefit of the splitting cubes algorithm is that it decouples the model for physical simulation from the problem of virtual cutting (i.e., dynamic re-tessellation, intersection with other objects and local The extended visibility criterion gives a GPU friendly way to implement discontinuities on MMs without the need for exploring the graph of adjacency as in [25] or the cut surface as in [25] but simply performing two renderings of few triangles for each couple of adjacent phyxels neighborhood of a cut.
Conclusions
In this paper we showed how interactive virtual cutting can be applied to MMs. In contrast with the previous solutions to this problem, the splitting cubes handles implicitly all the changes of topology due to the cuts and it is conceptually simple and robust. There are several directions of improvement/exploitation of the splitting cubes approach.
Original boundary. With the current solution the detail of the representation and the granularity of the cut are coupled, since they both depend on the cell size. We could preserve the original tessellation of the boundary if we handled the intersection between the tessellation created using the LUT and the existing tessellation. This would not increase the granularity of the cut, but it would prevent visual artifacts related to the snapping of the vertices when the configuration of a cell changes.
Granularity of the cut. The efficiency and speed of the splitting cubes algorithm comes at the price of limiting the granularity of topological changes to the level of the grid nodes, as it was for the virtual node algorithm. This limit can be overcome by considering that the ideas presented in this paper can be also implemented in an adaptive fashion, therefore replacing the grid with a hierarchy. However it is not immediate to switch to a hierarchical approach an maintain robustness and efficiency. For example, if we allow recursive subdivision of cells (typically 1 : 8), we reintroduce fragmentation and the growing number of cells (which would depend on the depth of the hierarchy) will undoubtedly affect the performance. From the point of view of detecting intersections with the grid edges, again we will end up with a slower procedure, since we lose the implicit spatial indexing of the regular grid.
An important factor that must be taken into account is the scenario where virtual cutting is operated. In the application that motivates this research, i.e., a virtual cutting for surgical training, the interaction happens within a scale frame; therefore the limitation of granularity is unseen while the robustness and interactivity is a critical issue.
Collision detection. As it can be easily seen in the videos the current implementation only supports collision with the cutting tool. However, the splitting cubes does not add any particular issue regarding the collision detection problem and existent techniques can seamlessly be integrated in the framework.
We observe that cutting leads to critical situations where large portions of the surface are created in a situation of close contact. In this regard, the parametrization of the volume given by the grid could offer some advantage, since we know which cells contain surfaces in close contact.
Appendix A: Construction of the look-up-table
As explained in Sect. 3, each one of the 2 12 possible configurations of the cut edges of a cell corresponds to a row of the LUT, which encodes two types of data: the tessellation representing the piece of surface internal to the cell and, for each vertex of such tessellation, its dependency from the cell nodes.
The construction of the LUT requires an algorithm that, given a configuration of cut edges, computes a tessellation for the cell. Fortunately we can take advantage from noticing that the tessellation of a cell can be expressed as the union of 8 tessellations, one for each cell node, and that each tessellation only depends on the cell edges entering the node. This can be better understood recalling the dual interpretation of the splitting cubes shown in Fig. 6d where the material (and therefore its boundary and the tessellation of its boundary) is associated to the grid nodes. We define the tessellation for a single node and then obtain the tessellation for the cell by rototranslating the vertices appropriately. Let us consider the tessellation for the node 0. For each cut edge leaving node 0 (e0, e3 and e8 respectively), we build a quad which has have one point on the edge, one point on each of the two faces sharing the edge and the point at the cube center (Fig. 17a) . We obtain the tessellations for the other 7 nodes simply by rototranslating the frames and reapplying this scheme. You may note that we will create duplicate vertices. As explained below, some vertices actually need to be duplicated and some others do not; to know which ones have to be duplicated we must compute their dependency.
Unlike the tessellation, the dependencies of the vertices cannot be treated locally to a cell node. Figure 17b shows two configurations for a face. The vertices v a and v b are created both when tessellating node a and node b. In the configuration B the face is partially cut, and v a and v b depend on the same set of grid nodes and therefore will always occupy the same spatial location. Conversely, in the configuration D v a and v b depends on two different set of nodes; therefore they will be taken apart. Fig. 17 . a tessellation for the cell node 0; b two configurations that show why dependency cannot be computed locally to the nodes As explained in Sect. 3, each vertex depends on the cell nodes of the same connected component. Therefore we applied a simple principle: a vertex depends on all the nodes of the same cell that are reachable through the material. We consider each grid node reachable by the vertices of its associated tessellation and two nodes of a cell as mutually reachable iff they are connected by a path of uncut edges.
Furthermore, since we need continuity of the deformation function across the cell boundary, the interpolation weights of the cell nodes for a edge-vertex will be 0 except for the 2 nodes of the edge and the interpolation weights of the cell nodes for a face-vertex will be 0 except for the 4 nodes of the face. Therefore we only need to find reachable nodes of the edge for the case of the edge-vertex (which is only one node) and reachable nodes of the face for the case face-vertex, since the weight for the other nodes would be zero even if they were reachable.
After the tessellation, when two vertices have the same dependencies, we do not instance two vertices, but we can statically unify them in the tessellation contained in the LUT so no useless duplicate vertex is created.
The LUT and the necessary code to read it can be found in the IDOLib library [27] .
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